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Rock Poets
Inspired by the paradoxical relationship between soft poeticism and edgy rock & roll, the Rock Poets collection
embodies an aura of confidence and tenderness, power and sensitivity, recreating the attitudes of influential
rock-n-roll sovereigns and romantic bohemians.
Through reconnecting with nature, our rock poets fearlessly leap into a world of creativity and daringness, as do the
protagonist of our short film, as does our collection.
The power of release reminds us of the importance of understanding our intrinsic value and in that, reconnecting with
our core. Without this, creation is simply limited. To understand our own potential, paves a beautiful path for breaking
barriers and confidently creating work that is 100% authentic. Rock poets are willing to challenge existing contemporary
standards, and because of it become modern day advocates of a new wave of thinking that provokes through its artistic
expression.
As we emerge from the dreariness of winter’s huff, we are inspired by new beginnings and the promise of spring
revelation. The same way the light of spring takes us into the summer the natural turn of seasons has it, that fall will
impose its rules and limitations in order to prepare for winter.
In alignment with the inevitable wheel of the year, the Rock Poets collection highlights the importance of living in
harmony with natures higher powers in order to reach the immortal divinity within.
Like the everlasting dance of the seasons the Rock Poets collection revisits some of our strongest signature
creations, emphasizing the power of timelessness and savoir faire. Delicate silks combine with playful customized prints
to unite two opposing attitudes, seamlessly. Finely crafted, intricate couture designs juxtaposed with simpler, bohemian
pieces create a fearless sensibility enhanced by exquisite French lace and luxury dexterity. A balance of icy and earthy
tones is symbolic of the eternal transition of the seasons and is an ode to the beautiful yet complex transition from child to
sovereign. The playful combination of patterns and textures reminds us of the carefree adolescent spirit and willingness
to be unconventional for a fleeting moment.

